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TK89 - Minnesota Trouser
Collection: Technik
Range: Rainwear
Shell  Fabric:  100%  Nylon  Dobby,
Breathable, PU Coated 160g
Box Quantity: 24

Product information
Premium  waterproof  and  breathable  unlined
trouser perfect for wet conditions. Pull on style
allows the wearer to put on quickly and easily
whilst the trousers fold down to a small handy
size when not in use. Benefits from a zip secure
pocket on rear hip for wallet or keys.

Standards
EN 343 Class 3:3

  

Technik
Technical and innovative, the Technik rainwear
range is engineered for maximum Waterproof,
Wind-proof  and  Breathable  performance.
Designed  to  be  worn  in  adverse  weather
conditions, the range incorporates clever styling
with  shaped  panels  for  a  comfortable  and
generous  fit.  The  sophistication  of  Technik
provides  a  100%  waterproof  garment  of
unequalled strength, at the same time retaining
exceptional suppleness.

Rainwear
The  following  Rainwear  collections  offer  an
outstanding  choice  of  designs  and  colours,
suitable for many end users.  The best quality
fabrics  and  high  technology  construction
techniques are used throughout,  guaranteeing
the ultimate in all-weather protection. Tested to
withstand the rigours  of  everyday wear,  each
garment has been designed and manufactured
with care, to ensure total satisfaction wear after
wear.

Features
Breathable fabric to draw moisture away from●

the body keeping the wearer cool, dry and
comfortable

Taped seams to provide additional protection●

Fully elasticated waistband for ultimate wearer●

comfort

Zipped pockets●

Zip opening with concealed press studs●

Elastic waist with toggle for a secure and●

comfortable fit

  Available colours
Short Reg Tall XTall

Black S - XXL
Navy S - XXL
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TK89 - Minnesota Trouser
Commodity Code: 6210400000

Test House

Wash care
          

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
TK89NARL Navy 43.0 28.0 32.0 0.4200 0.0385 5036108173211 15036108670328
TK89NARXXL Navy 43.0 28.0 32.0 0.4600 0.0385 5036108173259 15036108670366


